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Storytime Yoga
Storytime Yoga enlightens young minds with the magic of yoga while recounting some of the world's most delightful, instructive stories in a
way that encourages literacy and vibrant physical health. Includes eight multicultural wisdom stories scripted with yoga poses, as well as
instruction for relaxation and meditation using story. Designed for parents, teachers, and anyone interested in working with kids from Pre-K
through 6th grade, it is packed with inspired and yet practical information.

Management Mantras
Rejuvenate your mind, body, and soul through restorative yoga. Are you seeking balance, healing, and a calmer mind? Unlike active styles of
yoga that focus on stretching and movement, restorative yoga emphasizes mindful rest by using props to support your body in complete
comfort and relaxation - no flexibility required! Whether you already practice yoga or are just getting started, Restorative Yoga is your step-bystep guide to deepening the connection between your body and mind. Here's what you'll find in this highly visual guide: Practical information
on the amazing benefits of restorative yoga 39 restorative yoga poses, each featuring beautiful photography and detailed, step-by-step
instructions to take you from start to finish, with simple modifications to suit any body type, including for pregnant yoga practitioners 17
healing sequences for a variety of physical, mental, and emotional conditions including anxiety, insomnia, depression, headaches, and
shoulder or back pain Expert guidance for choosing and using props (including items you already have at home), practicing safely, creating a
peaceful space, using breathing techniques to calm your mind, and more

Free to Feel
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The Yoga of Relationships
Scientific Keys Volume I: The Key Muscles of Hatha Yoga is a 244 page book with over 650 full color illustrations covering over thirty key
muscles as applied to Hatha Yoga including biomechanics and information on the chakras.

Yoga For Dummies
"Could there be a timelier gift to quarantined readers? I doubt it."—The Washington Post "A heartening gathering of writers joining forces for
community support."—Kirkus Reviews "Connects writers, readers, and booksellers in a wonderfully imaginative way. It's a really good book for
a really good cause"—Bestselling author James Patterson ALONE TOGETHER: Love, Grief, and Comfort in the Time of COVID-19 is a
collection of essays, poems, and interviews to serve as a lifeline for negotiating how to connect and thrive during this stressful time of
isolation as well as a historical perspective that will remain relevant for years to come. All contributing authors and business partners are
donating their share to The Book Industry Charitable Foundation (Binc), a nonprofit organization that coordinates charitable programs to
strengthen the bookselling community. The roster of diverse voices includes Faith Adiele, Kwame Alexander, Jenna Blum, Andre Dubus III,
Jamie Ford, Nikki Giovanni, Pam Houston, Jean Kwok, Major Jackson, Devi S. Laskar, Caroline Leavitt, Ada Limón, Dani Shapiro, David
Sheff, Garth Stein, Luis Alberto Urrea, Steve Yarbrough, and Lidia Yuknavitch. The overarching theme is how this age of isolation and
uncertainty is changing us as individuals and a society. "Alone Together showcases the human desire to grieve, explore, comfort, connect,
and simply sit with the world as it weathers the pandemic. Jennifer Haupt's timely and moving anthology also benefits the Book Industry
Charitable Foundation, making it a project that is noble in both word and deed."—Ann Patchett, Bestselling author, bookseller, and CoAmbassador for The Book Industry Charitable Foundation

The Art of Mindful Relaxation
A veteran yoga instructor draws on the effective link between yoga and emotional well-being to reveal why specific postures, breathing
exercises, and meditation techniques can help alleviate the negative and debilitating effects of depression. Original.

Restorative Yoga
From the unforgettable teacher Jessamyn Stanley comes Every Body Yoga, a book that breaks all the stereotypes. It’s a book of inspiration
for beginners of all shapes and sizes: If Jessamyn could transcend these emotional and physical barriers, so can we. It’s a book for readers
already doing yoga, looking to refresh their practice or find new ways to stay motivated. It’s a how-to book: Here are easy-to-follow directions
to 50 basic yoga poses and 10 sequences to practice at home, all photographed in full color. It’s a book that challenges the larger issues of
body acceptance and the meaning of beauty. Most of all, it’s a book that changes the paradigm, showing us that yoga isn’t about how one
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looks, but how one feels, with yoga sequences like “I Want to Energize My Spirit,” “I Need to Release Fear,” “I Want to Love Myself.”
Jessamyn Stanley, a yogi who breaks all the stereotypes, has built a life as an internationally recognized yoga teacher and award-winning
Instagram star by combining a deep understanding for yoga with a willingness to share her personal struggles in a way that touches everyone
who comes to know her. Now she brings her body-positive, emotionally uplifting approach to yoga in a book that will help every reader
discover the power of yoga and how to weave it seamlessly into his or her life.

Alone Together
"A mosaic mystery told in vignettes, cliffhangers, curious asides, and some surreal plot twists as Raffel investigates the secrets of the man
who changed infant care in America."--NPR, 2018's Great Reads What kind of doctor puts his patients on display? This is the spellbinding
tale of a mysterious Coney Island doctor who revolutionized neonatal care more than one hundred years ago and saved some seven
thousand babies. Dr. Martin Couney's story is a kaleidoscopic ride through the intersection of ebullient entrepreneurship, enlightened
pediatric care, and the wild culture of world's fairs at the beginning of the American Century. As Dawn Raffel recounts, Dr. Couney used
incubators and careful nursing to keep previously doomed infants alive, while displaying these babies alongside sword swallowers, bearded
ladies, and burlesque shows at Coney Island, Atlantic City, and venues across the nation. How this turn-of-the-twentieth-century émigré
became the savior to families with premature infants--known then as "weaklings"--as he ignored the scorn of the medical establishment and
fought the rising popularity of eugenics is one of the most astounding stories of modern medicine. Dr. Couney, for all his entrepreneurial
gusto, is a surprisingly appealing character, someone who genuinely cared for the well-being of his tiny patients. But he had something to
hide Drawing on historical documents, original reportage, and interviews with surviving patients, Dawn Raffel tells the marvelously eccentric
story of Couney's mysterious carnival career, his larger-than-life personality, and his unprecedented success as the savior of the fragile
wonders that are tiny, tiny babies. A New York Times Book Review New & Noteworthy Title A Real Simple Best Book of 2018 Christopher
Award-winner

Do Less
NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER "This book will shine new light on your journey, ignite your
practice with new power, inspire new possibilities for growth, and infuse your life with the grace and confidence you seek." --Baron Baptiste A
little over a decade ago, Baron Baptiste published his seminal book, Journey into Power. The first of its kind, it introduced the world to
Baptiste Yoga, his signature method that marries a lifetime of studying with some of the world's most renowned yoga masters with his
uniquely powerful approach to inner and outer transformation. Since then, yoga has steadily moved into the mainstream in our culture, and
Baron's unique contribution has played a key role. As millions of participants incorporate yoga into their daily lives, Baron's teachings have
evolved to bring them even deeper into their own transformative possibilities. Perfectly Imperfect: The Art and Soul of Yoga Practice takes
readers beyond the foundations of the practice by speaking to everything that happens in their bodies and minds after they get into a yoga
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pose. That is where the true transformation occurs, and where much rich spiritual and emotional growth is available. Readers will learn how
to move through their lives with grace and flow, begin again when a situation becomes difficult, "be a yes" for their innermost desires, give up
what they must, follow their intuition, and find their truth north. With his signature blend of boldness, insightfulness, humor, and warmth, Baron
offers what is destined to be an instant classic in the yoga and meditation world. With Perfectly Imperfect, he proves once again to be a true
yoga master for the modern world.

Yoga Nidra
How can we still our minds to hear what is deep in our hearts? How can we embrace the spectrum of what it means to be human-the longing
and exhilaration, the anxiety and wonder-and create beauty from this inherent complexity? In Free to Feel Anne Koller shows there is power
in opening our arms to the brightest and darkest within us. Through raw and approachable prose, she teaches that emotional wellness is
derived not from a static state of happiness, but a willingness to ride the waves of ever-shifting emotions. Organized by the themes of fire,
water, earth and air, Anne's poetry is equally timeless and modern. She honors our ancient connection to the ocean and explores an age-old
fascination with dreams, while also pondering the loneliness of lives lived on screen and the possibility that love might combat our current
political angst. Beyond its myriad subjects, Free to Feel's true power comes from Anne's courage. Each piece was born from a yearlong
commitment to quiet the mind, listen to the heart and free write from an unedited emotional experience. She holds nothing back and offers the
reader a rare opportunity to peek inside another's soul, first through her poetry and then through Story Behind the Words-short narratives
detailing the specific experience behind each piece. In Free to Feel, you will witness one artist's approach to creating from emotions we often
ignore or hide from others, as well as those we shout from the rooftops. By modeling what it means to embrace the multitudes within us, Anne
invites you to embark on your own journey into the healing arts and find the freedom to feel. Bio: Anne Koller is an artist and facilitator who
believes that diving into the spectrum of human emotions is the only way to live free. Through The Ashes Project, TAPIN, Follow the Water
and now, Free to Feel, she celebrates the intersection between emotions and the creative arts. She draws on a decade of experience at
global organizations such as Google and the World Economic Forum combined with expanded disciplines in Kundalini Yoga, meditation,
community building and interactive art to craft experiences carefully designed to unleash the power of emotions. Anne was raised in inner-city
Milwaukee and currently resides in Alameda, California. More about Anne: annekoller.com. More about Free to Feel: befreetofeel.com

May I Be Happy
Teaching yoga to children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and other special needs is easy using this visual how-to handbook. Breaking down
yoga instruction pose by pose, body part by body part, breath by breath, this book uses easy-to-understand language and clear photographs
to show parents, teachers, yoga instructors, and other professionals how to introduce the life-long benefits of yoga to a child with special
needs. These benefits include gaining greater awareness and understanding of the body, learning to self-regulate the nervous system, and
developing coping skills to work through difficult emotions such as anger and anxiety. Creative yoga games, activities, relaxation exercises,
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and chair yoga poses are included to make learning yoga a fun, interactive, and calming experience for children with a wide range of abilities.

Perfectly Imperfect
Please note that if this title is purchased in eBook/Kindle format, the audio (CD) portion will not be included. One of the most enjoyable parts
of a yoga class comes when we rest in savasana—the "corpse" pose—and realize deep serenity, a sense of effortless joy, and a glimpse into
our true nature as unqualified presence. How is this so? Master teacher Richard Miller explains that this experience is a manifestation of yoga
nidra, the meditative state of mind-body union at the heart of all yoga practice. A powerful integration of book and CD audio learning, Yoga
Nidra is an ancient tantric yoga path that leads to inner freedom. Through accessible language appropriate for any level of practice, Miller
takes us step-by-step through the traditional techniques of relaxation and meditation to help us move toward the realization of "unqualified
presence"—the ultimate aim of yoga—a goal unreachable through posture practice alone. Through his expert guidance, students will
experience: Deep relaxation for relief from day-to-day stress The development of "one-pointedness"—a key to spiritual awakening Healing
from painful emotions, such as fear, grief, and anger More effective and energizing sleep, and much more Suitable for both beginners and
advanced practitioners—but new to most Westerners—Yoga Nidra provides an unmatched way to experience the culmination of the art of
yoga, and the deeper physical, emotional, and spiritual rewards that are its promise.

The Complete Guide to Yin Yoga
Inner Engineering
One would think a beautiful young woman, daughter to a world renowned yoga master, would have all the wisdom she needs. But instead,
she believes she can find what she is looking for in love and romance. This is the wise, profoundly authentic, and uplifting story of her journey
through major romantic relationships that finally lead her back to her roots-and eventually to the seed of the truest relationship-with herself.
Artfully weaving in the wisdom of her youth with real-life understanding, this book maps the pitfalls and pinnacles of external love as a
gateway to internal fulfillment. "Riveting and elevating story and teachingssheds light on being in a relationship without losing oneself."
Barbara Billstrand, Therapist "In her book, Life Lessons, Love Lessons, Kamini Desai shows how difficult lessons of personal relationships
can inspire us to grow past limited concepts of ourselves and others. Every step we take in this regard helps free us to discover a deeper
level of our own Being." Michael A. Singer, author of The Untethered Soul "This book is about the empowerment that happens when one
finds real happiness begins within one's own heart, mind, and soulreturns the seeker to the source of love-oneself. empowering for women of
all ages." Rajashree Choudhury, Bikram Yoga Over the past twenty years Kamini Desai, Ph.D. has created an exciting and versatile body of
teachings which uniquely combines western psychology and eastern philosophy into practical knowledge relevant to the challenges of
modern life. For additional information on training and resources visit: www.kaminidesai.com.
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Awareness Through the Body
yoga + art book for practitioners and teachers ANGELUS is an experiential chakra workbook that goes beyond the intellectual understanding
of the chakras. It presents a pioneering methodology of emotionally connected yoga and visually powerful art as a means to see and feel your
body's wisdom.

Angelus
Living Life in Light, A Yogi’s Journey is more than a memoir and more than a how-to book. Within the pages, lifelong yogi, healer, and
spiritual teacher, author Nathalie Croix guides you on the road to health, love, and enlightenment, helping you to discover your inner child, the
essence of who you really are. A culmination of decades of study, travel, meditation, and teaching, Living Life in Light offers practical and
actionable steps so you can begin practicing yoga on and off the mat and living your life in light today. Croix presents a host of healing
techniques, concepts, and tools that assisted her in her own journey and her day-to-day walk in life. A teacher of love, Croix’s practices will
transform your body, mind, and spirit and your relationship to the world, life as it is, and others you come in contact with each day.

Embodying the Power of the Zero Stress Zone
The practice of hatha yoga, as we commonly know it, is but one of eight branches of the body of knowledge that is yoga. In fact, yoga is a
sophisticated system of self-empowerment that is capable of harnessing and activating inner energies in such a way that your body and mind
function at their optimal capacity. It is a means to create inner situations exactly the way you want them, turning you into the architect of your
own joy. A yogi lives life in this expansive state, and in this transformative book Sadhguru tells the story of his own awakening, from a boy
with an unusual affinity for the natural world to a young daredevil who crossed the Indian continent on his motorcycle. He relates the moment
of his enlightenment on a mountaintop in southern India, where time stood still and he emerged radically changed. Today, as the founder of
Isha, an organization devoted to humanitarian causes, he lights the path for millions. The term guru, he notes, means "dispeller of darkness,
someone who opens the door for you As a guru, I have no doctrine to teach, no philosophy to impart, no belief to propagate. And that is
because the only solution for all the ills that plague humanity is self-transformation. Self-transformation means that nothing of the old remains.
It is a dimensional shift in the way you perceive and experience life."

Creative Mindfulness
Offers the reader different systems of meditation from cultures world wide.

IRest
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Yoga Nidra is the master key to initiating shifts in conscious sleep states where change happens outside of doing. In Yoga Nidra you enter a
state of non-doing in which transfomration happens from beyon the mind rather than through the mind. In this highly regenerative meditative
state you can restore and rejuvenate your body, heal and recover from illness and re-wire your brain for breater metnal and emotional
balance and resiliency. This comprehensive guidebook explores the core of Yogic philosophy and modern applications of Yoga Nidra backed
by scientific research - affirming what Yogis have known for thousands of years. You will receive instruction on the practice of Yoga Nidra and
the use of intention. You will discover how unconscious thinking patterns and resulting biochemical states contribute to ill health, stress,
insomnia, depression, anxiety, bad habits, trauma and addictions and most importantly, how to neutralize them with the Six Tools of Yoga
Nidra.

Asanas for Autism and Special Needs
Living Life In Light: A Yogi’s Journey
Mindfulness is the ancient practice of noticing without judgment. The medical and psychological professions cannot help but notice the
mounting evidence of its efficacy in improving health and overall wellness. Whether mindfulness is used as a gateway to higher spiritual
growth or as a path to more balanced living, the applications of mindfulness are variousas are the ways to achieve it. In this book, you will
learn 20 practical ways to put mindfulness to work for you, even if you don't consider yourself to be meditative or spiritual. In addition to the
20 core skills covered here, you will obtain numerous tips on how to be creative with the skills or modify for your own needs. Ideal for all
audiences, whether you are seeking pathways to improving your own wellness or helping others along their journey! · Easy to learn·
Multisensory· Practical· Applicable to daily life· Learn to "retrain" your brain· Ideal for stress management· Complements many recovery
approaches

Living Ayurveda
Organisations the world over today are paying more and more attention to how to prevent their workforce from getting burnt out due to an
unrelenting pace of work. Views are radically changing on these practices to ensure that employees perform consistently well over many
years. In this book, Sri Sri offers valuable tips for managers and leaders to become more effective in their roles and also on how to delevop a
work environment that is conducive for both the employees and the organisation to add value to each other.

Yoga-nidräa
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The Strange Case of Dr. Couney
“Desire is here to stay. The challenge we all face, and which I intend to guide you through, is to learn how to take into account the full
measure of who you are and use the positive force of all four of your soul’s desires to lead you to your best life.” —Rod Stryker According to
ancient Yogic tradition, your soul has four distinct desires: • The desire for purpose, the drive to become who you are meant to be • The
desire for the means (money, security, health) to prosper in this world • The desire for pleasures like intimacy, beauty, and love • The desire
for spiritual fulfillment and lasting freedom Learning to honor these four desires is the key to happiness, and to a complete and balanced life.
But how can you discern what will truly satisfy your desires? How can you increase your capacity to achieve them? What if your desires seem
to conflict with one another? Is it really possible to live a spiritual life while also wanting material pleasures and success? For more than three
decades, master teacher Rod Stryker has taught yoga in the context of its deepest philosophy. His course, called The Yoga of Fulfillment™,
has helped thousands recognize their soul’s call to greatness and to achieve their dreams. Now, in this wise and richly practical book, he has
distilled those broad teachings into a roadmap for becoming the person you were meant to be. It is filled with revealing true stories,
provocative exercises, and practices for unlocking your inner guidance. And even if you’ve never done a yoga pose, you can follow this stepby-step process to: • discover your soul’s unique purpose—the one you came into this world to fulfill. • recognize the goal(s) you need to
focus on at any given time and enliven your capacity to reach them. • overcome self-defeating ideas and behavior. • recruit your deepest
energies and strengthen your resolve to meet any challenge. • learn to live with joy at every stage of your growth. The Four Desires is
nothing less than a complete path toward living your best life possible—a life that is rich in meaning and in means, a life that attracts and
emanates happiness, a life that is your unique gift to yourself and the world. From the Hardcover edition.

Pathways to a Centered Body
This expert guide takes a radically different approach to coping with stress. Its in-depth method of achieving relaxation leads to a natural state
of ease, helping readers to unlock their true potential.

Yoga for Better Sleep
Dr. N. C. Panda Examines Yoga-Nidra As A Scientific Discipline The Theory, Its Psychological Basis, Its Techniques And Applications To
Reveal Its Significance As A Means Of Strengthening The Body S Immune System And Preventing And Curing Diseases And Regulating
One S Life Patterns. It Involves Comparative Analyses Like That Of Yogic Trance And Hypnotic Trance And Yoga-Vedanta And Freudian
Psychologies.

The Four Desires
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Revised and updated edition, includes new preface: "Author's Warning"In this courageous and radical book, Uma Dinsmore-Tuli explores the
sexual politics of yoga from a perspective that sees women's spiritual transformation as the most revolutionary force. Packed with fascinating
real life stories and vibrant testimony, as well as history and philosophy and practical guidance, Yoni Shakti is about freedom and power,
encompassing yoga, sex, health and spirituality. Always refreshing, irreverent and inspiring, Yoni Shakti brings womb yoga, Goddess-focused
tantra and vibrant feminism together in an astonishingly potent combination.

Yoga Nidra
This second edition of this bestseller provides an in-depth look at the philosophy and practice of Yin Yoga with illustrated how-to sections,
including detailed descriptions and photographs of more than 30 asanas.

Scientific Keys Volume I
Have you ever heard about Yoga Nidra? Could you be dealing with self-esteem and low confidence issues? Do you experience fear when
speaking in public? Well, you are about to read a book that will help you with all those issues. Yoga Nidra is a type is an exercise that has
been proven to help in relieving of stress. When one is performing this exercise, they will be in a state whereby they are almost asleep and
almost awake. Are you wondering how one could be asleep yet awake? It is very easy to achieve that. Your body will be relaxed completely,
which makes you get lost in the inner world. Do not confuse this with meditation. It is nothing close to it. With Yoga Nidra, four senses are
normally unconscious while one is conscious. It is only a concentration of one sense that is required. Mostly the sense of hearing is the one
that is normally conscious in order for it to connect with any instructions being given. Through Nidra, one is able to deeply relax even as they
maintain complete consciousness. Nidra is easy to do. It can be done by children, adults, and anyone from any age. This is because it is easy
to follow. Some may wonder how it is practically done. It is easy. You can never do it wrong. You are only required to lie down as directed
and listen to the inner voice giving you instructions. You need to follow all the instructions to the latter. The good thing with Nidra is that you
get new experiences each day you practice it. No experience is a bad one, so there is no harm in practicing it every often. Did you know that
you can even incorporate Nidra in your daily life? You can even practice it from anywhere. A great thing, right? It does not require you to think
too much. With this practice, you can take a shorter time. You can even take 5 minutes to do this. You are the one who chooses the amount
of time you will use on yoga Nidra. There are those who even do it every day before they go to bed. It is a very great thing to do as it enables
you to get rid of stress after a long day at work. Go ahead and try it. I am sure you will have a great experience doing it. You will also learn
about: The meaning of Nidra and its uses How to gain confidence and self-esteem How to overcome the fear of public speaking in public and
with strangers on the street How to attract a healthy and lasting love affair Planning for wealth Becoming immune to criticism How to project
beautiful and positive images in your mind to stay focused How to use the vortex of positive energy to cleanse your body and your heart from
toxic thoughts, feelings, and emotions Deep and uninterrupted dream Would you like to Learn More about Yoga Nidra? Download the book
now and equip yourself with knowledge about Yoga Nidra. Scroll up and click "BUY NOW with 1-click" to get your copy now!
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Yoga Nidra
World-renowned yoga master Amrit Desai melds ancient wisdom with modern practicality as he offers piercing insight into the nature of
relationships as a road map to fulfillment. The appendix includes outline of the basic life-observances of yoga, guidelines for day-to-day living,
and meditations on healing relationships. Yogi Amrit Desai is recognized as one of the pioneers of the authentic teachings of yoga in the
West. Today he oversees the Amrit Yoga Institute in Salt Springs, Florida, with its many affiliate branches and teachers in North America and
Europe. He travels extensively giving talks and workshops.

Sure Ways to Self-Realization
Learn simple yoga techniques--poses, meditations, and breathwork--to sleep better and longer, from master yoga teacher trainer and author,
Mark Stephens Although modern science has unraveled some of the mysteries of our sleeping, dreaming, and waking states and age-old
yoga practices are helping us enjoy better sleep, clearer minds, and healthier bodies, over 65 percent of U.S. adults are still sleep deprived.
Sleep deprivation causes and aggravates ailments like stress, heart conditions, high blood pressure, obesity, and depression. Master yoga
teacher, trainer, and best-selling author Mark Stephens provides easy-to-do, effective yoga activities--including postural sequences, breathing
exercises, and meditation practices--for better sleep, no matter your age. He integrates the ancient wisdom of yoga with the insights of
modern neuroscience and psychology to offer practical age- and condition-specific tools and sequences for improving sleep naturally and
without drugs.

Every Body Yoga
There are a lot of ways in which we can look after ourselves and show self-love. We can read enlightening poems, pamper ourselves with
relaxation techniques, go for daily walks in the nature or even reach out for help to a friend. But, has anyone ever said to you that you could
turn to your work yoga too? If not then, this book is here to accompany you! Not just to fix the ongoing problems in your life but also to help
you improve as a person with the transformational art of Yoga Nidra. More commonly known as the sleep of the sages, Yoga Nidra is the
safest way to tension reduction from the universe. We live on a planet that is rapidly evolving, racing in position whilst attempting to keep up
with ever changing technologies. We face massive problems every day, managing work, families, finances and partnerships that are
overwhelming and it seems like we are working on empty. So in today's age, transforming our life experiences into leading a safe, content,
and satisfying existence can only be done by Yoga Nidra. Earlier yogis were mainly involved in anciently discovering the human potential for
awareness and enlightenment but now they also contribute to safer minds, calmer, smoother mental and emotional states, and less
challenging daily lives. Yoga Nidra can not only help you reach a state of deep relaxation but can also help you self-heal without the use of
any externals! Through this book, Yoga Nidra Meditations, you can: - Grasp the actual concept of Yogic sleep - Learn to make it work for you
- Learn how to overcome trauma & fade away your worries - Help you become a better version of yourself through positivity and self-esteem
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meditations So do not waste your time and dwell into the world of Yoga Nidra to completely transform your life!

YOGA NIDRA
A practical and spiritual guide for working moms to learn how to have more by doing less. This is a book for working women and mothers who
are ready to release the culturally inherited belief that their worth is equal to their productivity, and instead create a personal and professional
life that's based on presence, meaning, and joy. As opposed to focusing on "fitting it all in," time management, and leaning in, as so many
books geared at ambitious women do, this book embraces the notion that through doing less women can have--and be--more. The addiction
to busyness and the obsession with always trying to do more leads women, especially working mothers, to feel like they're always failing their
families, their careers, their spouses, and themselves. This book will give women the permission and tools to change the way they approach
their lives and allow them to embrace living in tune with the cyclical nature of the feminine, cutting out the extraneous busyness from their
lives so they have more satisfaction and joy, and letting themselves be more often instead of doing all the time. Do Less offers the reader a
series of 14 experiments to try to see what would happen if she did less in one specific way. So, rather than approaching doing less as an
entire life overhaul (which is overwhelming in and of itself), this book gives the reader bite-sized steps to try incorporating over 2 weeks!

Unhealthy Work
Work, so fundamental to well-being, has its darker and more costly side. Work can adversely affect our health, well beyond the usual counts
of injuries that we think of as 'occupational health'. The ways in which work is organized - its pace and intensity, degree of control over the
work process, sense of justice, and employment security, among other things - can be as toxic to the health of workers as the chemicals in
the air. These work characteristics can be detrimental not only to mental well-being but to physical health. Scientists refer to these features of
work as 'hazards' of the 'psychosocial' work environment. One key pathway from the work environment to illness is through the mechanism of
stress; thus we speak of 'stressors' in the work environment, or 'work stress'. This is in contrast to the popular psychological understandings
of 'stress', which locate many of the problems with the individual rather than the environment. In this book we advance a social environmental
understanding of the workplace and health. The book addresses this topic in three parts: the important changes taking place in the world of
work in the context of the global economy (Part I); scientific findings on the effects of particular forms of work organization and work stressors
on employees' health, 'unhealthy work' as a major public health problem, and estimates of costs to employers and society (Part II); and, case
studies and various approaches to improve working conditions, prevent disease, and improve health (Part III).

Anatomy for Vinyasa Flow and Standing Poses
The revered yoga instructor and author of Yoga Body, Buddha Mind reveals her own struggles with body image and the student-prompted
journey of self-discovery that led her to visit other world regions including the drought-stricken Indian countryside and the center of the 2011
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earthquake in Japan, where she practiced the Buddhist philosophy of loving-kindness and received counsel from wise women mentors.

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali
Learn the safe and easy way to benefit from the practice of yoga, as you design and follow your own personal program.

Life Lessons Love Lessons
Spiritual Master Yogi Amrit Desai guides you on a step-by-step voyage into an effortless zone of grace and profound contentment. The
simplification of ancient approaches is revolutionary. The insights and experiences offer a valuable chance to change forever what isn't
working in your life and embrace vitality, happiness, and love.

Yoga for Depression
Presents a scientific approach to understanding the practice of hatha yoga: through full-color, three-dimensional illustrations of major
muscles, tendons, and ligaments. This book describes the correct positioning of hatha yoga poses (asanas) and their benefits.

Prana and Pranayama
Providing a complete manual for the study and practice of Raja Yoga--the path of concentration and meditation--a new deluxe printing of a
collection of timeless teachings is a treasure to be read and referred to again and again by seekers treading the spiritual path. Reprint.

Yoni Shakti
A hands-on holistic guide to self-care based on the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda—learn how to build a daily personal practice using food,
breath, movement, and meditation to stay balanced and nourished through the seasons. Nourishment comes in many forms—it's the food you
eat, how you breathe and move your body, and the way you establish your daily routine. Living Ayurveda weaves together the ancient
wisdom of Ayurveda and Yoga in a modern, accessible way to provide a season-by-season guide for living a vibrantly rich year. Part
cookbook, part lifestyle manual, each chapter includes simple vegetarian recipes, seasonal rituals, and self-care practices to cultivate your
inner wisdom and feed your body, mind, and spirit. In this book, you'll find: • 80+ delicious vegetarian recipes to balance the body and
strengthen digestion through the seasons • Illustrated menu guides and cooking tips that demystify the process of building a balanced meal •
Yoga sequences and breathing techniques to help align with the energy of each season • Seasonal rituals based on moon cycles to
strengthen your intuition and develop a personal routine at home Learn from ancient wisdom to know yourself intimately, be open to new
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discoveries, and see where this path takes you to allow a deeper wisdom to blossom in your life.
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